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1. Introduction 

1.1 Psychiatric Genetics  

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), the burden of psychiatric 

disorders is growing worldwide with major depression as one of the main causes of 

disability and estimated 350 million people who are affected (WHO, 2016). Psychiatric 

disorders are known to be highly heritable. Heritability estimates are different, based on 

family and twin studies or based on genome-wide genetic data, but most psychiatric 

disorders exhibit a significant genetic contribution (Lee et al., 2013). Identifying the 

causal genetic loci that affect the underlying biological mechanisms is quite difficult. 

The widely applied methods to date are genome-wide association studies (GWAS) 

where the association between millions of common genetic variants across the whole 

genome and a phenotype of interest are investigated (Collins and Sullivan, 2013). But 

complex human traits such as psychiatric disorders are assumed to possess a polygenic 

architecture with hundreds of susceptible variants with low effect sizes rather than just a 

few causal ones (Wray et al., 2014). Because the effect sizes of these single genetic 

variants from GWAS are very small, huge sample sizes are needed to identify robust 

genome-wide significant loci. In big consortia, data from many studies regarding a 

phenotype of interest are collected to perform analysis with maximum statistical power. 

In the psychiatric field this is done by the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium (PGC) for 

the five main disorders schizophrenia (SCZ), bipolar disorder (BPD), major depressive 

disorder (MDD), autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and attention deficit hyperactivity 

disorder (ADHD) (Sullivan, 2010). Many genome-wide hits have been detected, yet, 

especially for schizophrenia (Ripke et al., 2014; Ripke et al., 2013; Sklar et al., 2011). 

Also the general population based cohorts from the “Study of Health in Pomerania” 

(SHIP-LEGEND and SHIP-TREND) (Völzke et al., 2011) are contributing to the PGC 

for major depression with 529 MDD cases and 1571 healthy controls (Ripke et al., 

2013). SHIP data have also been used in GWAS for other psychiatric and neurological 

traits, e.g. anxiety disorders (Otowa et al. 2016), extraversion (van den Berg et al. 

2015), neuroticism (de Moor et al. 2015), subcortical brain structures (Hibar et al. 2015) 

or depressive symptoms (Hek et al. 2013). 
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1.2 Coheritabilities  

Psychiatric disorders are known to exhibit a high comorbidity and coheritability. This 

can be seen on the phenotypic level as many disorder share individual symptoms but 

also based on the common genetic architecture of the disorders (figure 1) (Lee et al., 

2013). Genetic variants found in one disorder may also have an effect in another 

disorder, which is called pleiotropy. Regarding the five main psychiatric disorders 

analyzed by the PGC, four loci have been identified that exhibit shared effects; 

CACNA1C, CACNB2, AS3MT and ITIH3 (Cross-Disorder Group of the PGC, 2013). 

Regarding schizophrenia comorbidities are not only restricted to other psychiatric 

characteristics (Lee et al., 2013). Schizophrenia is also associated with somatic diseases, 

in particular cardiovascular diseases, with decreased brain volume and with a decreased 

life expectancy (van Erp et al., 2016; Dieset et al., 2016). These effects may in part be 

attributed to lifestyle and medication but there is also evidence for a common biology 

affecting brain and body as also many genetic variants associated with BMI belong to 

brain-related genes (Locke et al., 2015). This is of particular interest as these 

phenotypes may share in part a common biology due to the pleiotropic effects of genetic 

variants.  

 

Figure 1. Genome-wide SNP-based heritability and pleiotropy between five major psychiatric 
disorders (adapted from Lee et al., 2013). 
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One aim of this work was to investigate the pleiotropic effects of schizophrenia 

susceptible variants from the most recent meta-analysis (Ripke et al., 2014) in the SHIP-

samples. Putative associations were tested not only on the level of clinical diagnosis but 

also investigating associations with structural brain phenotypes using magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) data available for about 1800 individuals of SHIP-2 and 

SHIP-TREND. Contrary to a depression score or a clinical diagnosis, structural brain 

changes can reflect long ongoing processes without exhibiting a psychiatric phenotypic 

characteristic. 

 

1.3 Gene-environment interaction in depression 

Major depressive disorder (MDD) is known to be highly heritable but has also a huge 

number of well-established environmental risk and lifestyle factors that contribute to the 

disease (Schlossberg et al., 2010). Although the heritability for MDD has been 

estimated to be about 21% in genetic studies (Lee et al., 2013), there are only few 

genome-wide significant hits that have been detected yet. Reasons for that could be a 

limited sample size, the strong symptom heterogeneity for MDD (e.g. depressed mood, 

loss of interest or suicidality but also somatic symptoms like sleep disturbance, weight 

change of loss of concentration) as well as the strong contribution of environmental 

factors, lifestyle and life events (Flint and Kendler, 2014). Nevertheless, investigating a 

sample of 5303 Chinese woman with a more severe MDD phenotype (recurrent 

depression) to reduce phenotypic heterogeneity, two genome-wide hits have been found 

at the genetic loci of the SIRT1 and LHPP gene in the CONVERGE consortium 

(CONVERGE, 2015). In another study of the CHARGE consortium a suggestive 

association between a SNP with the closest gene NUDT12 and depressive symptoms 

was found in 51258 individuals (Hek et al., 2013). None of them could be replicated, 

yet. Another study by the PGC including 9240 cases failed to identify common SNPs 

associated with depression (Ripke et al., 2013). This lack of robust genetic findings for 

MDD has led independently to an alternative model where genetic factors need the 

presence of an environmental trigger to exhibit an effect on the individual (Plomin, 

2014), called gene-environment (GxE) interaction. The most frequently investigated 

environmental factor and a well-established risk factor for many psychiatric traits is 

early childhood trauma (Carr et al., 2013). Previous studies have found interaction 
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effects between childhood trauma and individual variants from several genes including 

SLC6A4, BDNF, FKBP5 and others (Caspi et al., 2003; Binder et al., 2008). Thus, 

another aim of this work was the investigation of GxE interactions for specific 

candidate genes for MDD in the SHIP-samples. 

Decoding the missing link between individual genetic effects and a complex phenotypic 

determination is still a big challenge in psychiatry. Pleiotropic effects of risk variants 

from psychiatric traits in the general population may lead to a better understanding of 

the biological basis for comorbid disorders. Also in line with this, gene-environment 

interactions may help to identify special disease risk groups in the population.  

 

If not explicitly stated, all statistical analyses and mechanistic interpretations have been 

done by the author of this thesis.    
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3. Methods 

3.1 Polygenic risk scores (PRS) 

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) offer the opportunity to identify risk 

susceptible loci across the entire genome that contribute to the polygenic architecture of 

many human diseases and traits (GWAS: Catalog of Published Genome-Wide 

Association Studies (www.genome.gov)). But these studies mainly report individual 

genetic variants, referred to as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), exceeding a 

statistical p-value threshold of 5*10
-8

. Variants below that threshold are typically 

ignored but they may also carry important information regarding the underlying 

biological mechanisms leading to a phenotype. Therefore, in both samples, SHIP and 

SHIP-TREND (Völzke et al. 2011), polygenic risk scores (PRS) for schizophrenia were 

generated that accumulate the single effects of many phenotype associated SNPs to 

provide a weighted sum score of the individual genetic risk for a disorder (Purcell et al., 

2009).  

Quality controlled genetic data were available for 4081 individuals from baseline SHIP-

0 which were genotyped using the Affymetrix Human SNP Array 6.0. From the SHIP-

TREND sample genome-wide SNP data were available only for 986 non-diabetic 

individuals that were genotyped with the Illumina HumanOmni 2.5-Quad chip. Both 

samples were imputed on the 1000 Genomes (v1.3, Build 37) reference panel. A 

detailed description on quality control and imputation can be found elsewhere (Teumer 

et al. 2011).     

Calculations of PRS for schizophrenia were based on GWAS summary statistics. They 

accumulate the effects of thousands of SNPs to provide an individual additive sum score 

of the genetic risk for a disorder (see equation below).  

     
 

 
             
   

 

With: 

          d as specific disease,  

          i        I as the set of SNPs, 

          effecti as the effect estimate for SNP i from the GWAS summary statistics (either beta, log(OR), or 

          z-scores),  

          Ai as the number of disease risk alleles for the SNP i. 
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The PRS for schizophrenia were based on the summary results from the recent meta-

analysis on schizophrenia (SNP information includes p-values and odds ratios) (figure 

2) (Ripke et al., 2014). As many genetic variants are in high linkage disequilibrium, the 

computational intensive step is the selection of independent SNPs due to a specific 

correlation threshold for set I to capture only individual genetic signals. To identify 

polygenic effects owing to independent SNPs in linkage equilibrium, SNPs were pruned 

as described in Van der Auwera et al. (Van der Auwera et al., 2015). After that, for each 

SNP, the number of risk variants (0–2) in individual carriers was multiplied by the 

logarithm of the odds ratio for the particular variant from the GWAS results using 

PLINK (Purcell et al., 2007). PRS were based on different p-value thresholds (1E-5, 1E-

4, .001, .01, .05, .1) to capture only variants with a notable signal for schizophrenia and 

minimize statistical noise. In addition, a score of the SNPs representing only the 108 

genome-wide independent loci was calculated (figure 2) and also scores combining 

variants within the 108 hits which are involved in neuronal calcium signaling, 

neurodevelopment, synaptic function and plasticity, or glutamatergic neurotransmission 

as proposed by the PGC (Ripke et al. 2014). This approach of generating sub-scores 

was driven by a biologically informed manner.  

 

Figure 2. Manhattan-Plot of the results from the schizophrenia meta-analysis with 108 
genome-wide significant loci (adapted from Ripke et al., 2014). But also genetic variants below 
genome-wide significance may carry important information for the understanding of the 
etiology of schizophrenia.  

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S000632231500284X#200008332
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S000632231500284X#200008332
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S000632231500284X#200005914
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S000632231500284X#200001978
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3.2 Brain imaging genetics 

As many psychiatric disorders show alterations in brain structures, brain volumes have 

been used as endophenotype to discover the biological basis of the disorders (Arslan, 

2015). Brain imaging genetics identifies genetic variants that affect specific brain 

volumes also known to be affected in psychiatric disorders. This could help to uncover 

the molecular understanding of the disorder. Like in the genetic field, high sample sizes 

are needed to identify such genetic variants (Thompson et al., 2014). MRI data in SHIP 

are part of the Enhancing NeuroImaging Genetics through Meta-Analysis (ENIGMA) 

Consortium where recently genetic variants influencing subcortical brain structures as 

well as intracranial volume have been identified (Hibar et al., 2015).  

Subjects from the second follow up from SHIP-0 baseline (SHIP-2) and subjects from 

SHIP-TREND were asked to participate in a whole-body magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI) assessment (Hegenscheid et al. 2009) from which structural brain imaging data 

were available. In total, 1163 subjects from SHIP-2 and 2154 subjects from SHIP-

TREND underwent the MRI. After exclusion of medical conditions (e.g., a history of 

cerebral tumor, stroke, Parkinson’s Diseases, multiple sclerosis, epilepsy, 

hydrocephalus, enlarged ventricles, or pathological lesions) and technical reasons (e.g., 

severe movement artifacts or inhomogeneity of the magnetic field), complete data sets 

were available for 2276 subjects. Only subjects ≤ 65 years of age were included into the 

analyses to rule out the major effects of brain atrophy due to advanced aging. A detailed 

description on data preprocessing, volume segmentation and extraction of specific 

region of interest (ROI) volumes using SPM8 and the VBM8 toolbox can be found 

elsewhere (Grabe et al. 2014).  

Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) analyses were used to assess the association between 

macroscopic brain structures (gray matter, white matter and total brain volume) and 

genetic factors (Van der Auwera et al., 2015). To analyze the impact of the PRS on 

specific brain regions, ROI analyses were conducted for selected brain volumes (Van 

der Auwera et al., 2016b under review). 
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3.3 Gene-environment interaction 

In the early days of genetic association studies many candidate genes for MDD have 

been investigated; mainly genes involved in monoaminergic neurotransmission 

(Levinson, 2006), e.g. the serotonin transporter gene (SLC6A4), the brain derived 

neurotropic factor (BDNF) or the FK506 binding protein 5 (FKBP5) (Mandelli and 

Serretti, 2013). The most frequently investigated environmental factor is early 

childhood trauma that shows a high impact on major depression and is also a common 

risk factor for many other psychiatric disorders (Mandelli et al., 2015). For many 

variants it was shown that they only exhibit an effect on MDD in the presence of 

childhood trauma, so called gene-environment (GxE) interactions. In the SHIP-2 and 

SHIP-TREND samples childhood trauma was measured with the childhood trauma 

questionnaire (CTQ) (Bernstein et al., 2003). For some of these candidate variants the 

impact of GxE interactions on depressive symptoms was investigated in this thesis 

using SHIP data. The environmental factor was dichotomized to ease interpretation of 

interaction results. Two-way GxE interaction as well as three-way GxGxE interaction 

analyses (Van der Auwera et al., 2014) were performed.  
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4. Results 

4.1 Pleiotropic effects of schizophrenia associated variants 

Genetic risk factors for one disorder can exhibit an effect on other disorders due to the 

pleiotropic nature of genes and biological pathways. Different genetic risk scores for 

schizophrenia were investigated in SHIP to assess the pleiotropic effect of 

schizophrenia associated genetic variants in the general population. 

 

4.1.1 Association between the polygenic score for schizophrenia and brain 

alterations 

One example for pleiotropy is the association between the genetic risk for schizophrenia 

and brain volume alterations in the general population where controversy results have 

been published in the past. Terwisscha van Scheltinga et al. (2013) reported an 

association between a polygenic score for schizophrenia and total brain volume in 

healthy individuals but this association could not be replicated in an independent sample 

(Papiol et al., 2014). Both studies had a relatively small sample sizes (n<150) which 

makes it difficult to detect genetic associations on the level of macroscopic brain 

structures (gray matter, white matter and total brain volume). Investigating this putative 

association in both SHIP samples (SHIP-2 and SHIP-TREND), no significant results 

were obtained (Van der Auwera et al., 2015) although these analysis had a higher power 

to detect a potential effect (n>700 in each sample).  

For more information on the analyses and detailed results see page 14f. 
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4.1.2 Biologically informed scores for schizophrenia used in imaging 

genetics  

To additionally look for the contribution of specific biological systems, a cooperation 

project was conducted with the Brain Imaging Genetics sample from the Donders 

Centre for Cognitive Neuroimaging (DCCN) of the Radboud University in Nijmegen 

(Guadalupe et al., 2014). Using genetic scores based on biological sub entities like 

glutamatergic synapse, neurodevelopment, synaptic function and calcium signaling (for 

included SNPs see table 1), again no significant associations were found in VBM 

whole-brain analyses as well as investigating a number of brain structures known to be 

affected in schizophrenia (hippocampus, parahippocampus, amygdala) (Van der 

Auwera et al., 2016b under review).  

 

Table 1. Genetic variants for the calculation of biologically informed accumulation scores for 

schizophrenia 

Subscores SNPs (gene locus) 

Neuronal calcium 
signaling 

rs2007044 (CACNA1C), rs1339227 (RIMS1), chr22:39987017 
(CACNA1I), rs7893279 (CACNB2), rs55661361 (NRGN), rs4766428 

(ATP2A2) 
Glutamatergic 

Neurotransmission 
rs9922678 (GRIN2A), rs79212538 (GRIA1), rs4523957 (SRR), 

rs10520163 (CLCN3), rs12704290 (GRM3), rs12325245 (SLC38A7) 
Neurodevelopment chr3_180594593_I (FXR1), rs6704641 (SATB2), rs7801375 (PODXL), 

rs2693698 (BCL11B), rs11139497 (TLE1), rs12148337 (TLE3), 
rs12691307 (FAM57B) 

Synaptic function 
and plasticity 

rs12691307 (KCTD13), rs12845396 (NLGN4X), rs75059851 (IGSF9B), 
rs17194490 (CNTN4), rs16867576 (MEF2C), rs3735025 (PTN), 

rs1378559 (CNKSR2), rs56205728 (PAK6), chr6:84280274 (SNAP91) 

 

 

For more information on the analyses and detailed results see page 17ff. 
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Predicting brain structure in population-based 

samples with biologically informed genetic scores 

for schizophrenia 

__________________________________________ 

Running title: Biological genetic scores on brain volume 

 

Sandra Van der Auwera, Katharina Wittfeld, Elena Shumskaya, Janita Bralten, Marcel P. 

Zwiers, A. Marten H. Onnink, Niccolo Usberti, Johannes Hertel, Henry Völzke, Uwe 

Völker, Norbert Hosten, Barbara Franke, Hans J Grabe 

 

Under review at American Journal of Medical Genetics Part B: Neuropsychiatric 

Genetics 

 

Abstract:  

Schizophrenia is associated with brain structural abnormalities including gray and white matter 

volume reductions. Whether these alterations are caused by genetic risk variants for 

schizophrenia is unclear. Previous attempts to detect associations between polygenic factors 

for schizophrenia and structural brain phenotypes in healthy subjects have been negative or 

remain non-replicated. In this study, we used genetic risk scores that were based on the 

accumulated effect of selected risk variants for schizophrenia belonging to specific biological 

systems like synaptic function, neurodevelopment, calcium signaling, and glutamatergic 

neurotransmission. We hypothesized that this “biologically informed” approach would provide 

the missing link between genetic risk for schizophrenia and brain structural phenotypes. We 

applied whole-brain voxel-based morphometry (VBM) analyses in two population-based target 

samples and subsequent regions of interest (ROIs) analyses in an independent replication 

sample (total N=2725). No consistent association between the genetic scores and brain 

volumes were observed in the investigated samples. These results suggest that in healthy 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0924977X15002631
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subjects with a higher genetic risk for schizophrenia additional factors apart from common 

genetic variants (e.g. infection, trauma, rare genetic variants or gene-gene interactions) are 

required to induce structural abnormalities of the brain. Further studies are recommended to 

test for possible gene-gene or gene-environment effects.  

 

Key words: 

Schizophrenia, biologically informed genetic score, voxel-based morphometry, SHIP study, BIG 

study 

 

 

Introduction 
 

Numerous studies consistently reported morphological brain alterations in subjects with 

schizophrenia, which have been confirmed by meta-analysis (Shepherd et al., 2012; Meyer-

Lindenberg and Tost, 2014; van Erp et al., 2016). These include decreased gray matter volumes 

compared to healthy controls in many cortical as well as subcortical structures (Vita et al., 

2012; van Erp et al., 2016). Whether these changes in schizophrenia patients are genetically 

determined is unclear. Schizophrenia and brain volume are highly heritable (Hibar et al., 2015; 

Cross Disorder Group of the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium, 2013) and genetic factors 

associated with schizophrenia and subcortical brain volumes have been identified in large 

genome-wide analysis (Schizophrenia Working Group of the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium, 

2014; Hibar et al., 2015). The explained variance for subcortical brain structures using genome-

wide common SNPs (single nucleotide polymorphism) was estimated between 7% and 15% 

(Hibar et al., 2015), whereas schizophrenia showed a higher SNP based heritability of 23% 

(Cross Disorder Group of the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium, 2013). But the genetic overlap 

between both phenotypes still needs to be elucidated. One study did report a significant 
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association between polygenic scores for schizophrenia and decreased total brain volume as 

well as white matter volume in healthy individuals (Terwisscha van Scheltinga et al., 2013). 

However, replicating this association in healthy subjects has failed so far (Ohi et al., 2014; 

Papiol et al., 2014; Van der Auwera et al., 2015) despite the investigation of different, large 

samples (N=548, N=122 and N=1470, respectively) to determine such a genetic substrate. 

Additionally, Li et al. found no significant effect of single schizophrenia susceptibility variants 

on macroscopic structural brain volume in a sample of 1013 young Chinese people and a 

sample of European ancestry (N=5775) (Li et al., 2015). Recently, the genetic overlap between 

schizophrenia and subcortical brain volumes was investigated using genome-wide genetic data 

as well as individual SNPs in a collaboration between the ENIGMA consortium (Enhancing 

NeuroImaging Genetics through Meta Analysis) and the PGC (Psychiatric Genomics 

Consortium) (Franke et al., 2016). Again, no evidence was found for a common genetic 

substrate between both phenotypes. 

Given the failure of previous studies to find any consistent association between the polygenic 

signal for schizophrenia and structural brain phenotypes, people have argued that the 

observed brain phenotypes in schizophrenia might be induced by medication or lifestyle (e.g. 

smoking) in patients rather than by genetics. However, studies in medication-free first episode 

patients confirmed the structural brain alterations in schizophrenia (Ballmaier et al., 2008; 

Kahn and Sommer, 2015). Furthermore, studies in first-degree relatives of schizophrenia 

patients, not affected by medication effects, showed structural brain alterations similar to 

those in schizophrenia compared to controls (Brent et al., 2015; van der Velde et al., 2015). 

Thus, there might be a genetic component associated with brain alterations in schizophrenia 

that has not been detected yet. 

In a previous study, we showed that a genome-wide polygenic score for schizophrenia, 

summing up the individual effects of all SNPs passing different p-value thresholds throughout 
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the genome, was neither associated with gray and white matter nor with total brain volume in 

two independent samples (total N=1470) from the general population (Van der Auwera et al., 

2015). Therefore, we concluded that a genome-wide polygenic score that uses only a purely 

statistical measure (p-value threshold) as inclusion criterion might be too unspecific in a 

biological sense. Thus, such a score would also introduce unspecific noise masking specific 

genetic associations with brain structures. Therefore, we hypothesize that the genetic factors 

driving brain differences accumulate within specific biological systems or pathways. 

Furthermore, the volumetric analyses should be able to detect putative regional effects as 

regional changes in cortical and subcortical structures associated with schizophrenia have been 

confirmed in many studies (Shepherd et al., 2012; Vita et al., 2012; van Erp et al., 2016). 

Although previous studies report at least some brain areas to be consistently involved in 

schizophrenia pathology, the specific brain coordinates for those areas differ between studies 

(Fornito et al., 2008; Shepherd et al., 2012). This leads to the assumption that these structural 

brain changes may, at least to some extent, be variable regarding the precise localization 

within different brain areas.  Moreover, not all brain regions show the same degree of genetic 

heritability. In a large meta-analysis of 30000 individuals Hibar et al. found that SNP based 

heritability lays between 7% and 15% for eight subcortical brain structures which is in line with 

results from twin studies as Chen et al. could demonstrate a similar effect for cortical regions 

(Hibar et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2015). Nevertheless, if the genetic risk for schizophrenia affects 

the brain structure directly, this should also be observable in the brain of healthy subjects 

carrying genetic risk factors for schizophrenia.  

On the genetic level, we restricted our analysis to the 108 genome-wide significant SNPs 

covering 108 independent schizophrenia associated loci (Schizophrenia Working Group of the 

PGC, 2014) for two main reasons. 1. In a previous study we have shown that overall polygenic 

scores including genome-wide SNP data based on p-value thresholds had no effect on brain 
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structures (Van der Auwera et al., 2015). Thus, to avoid too much “noise” in the genetic 

signals, we only used the 108 SNPs showing robust associations. 2. The recent genome-wide 

association study for schizophrenia (Schizophrenia Working Group of the PGC, 2014) found 

that a polygenic score of all nominal significant (p<0.05) common variants explained 7% of 

variation on the liability scale in an independent case-control sample. But half of this effect 

was explained only by the 108 genome-wide significant loci. Thus, the 108 top hits carry the 

schizophrenia-specific signal. From these 108 SNPs, we calculated a genetic accumulation 

score (GAS) as well as sub-scores accumulating the effect of variants involved in different 

biological processes - calcium signaling, glutamatergic neurotransmission, synaptic function, 

and neurodevelopment; categories as proposed by the PGC (Schizophrenia Working Group of 

the PGC, 2014).  

Using brain imaging data from three large population-based samples, we conducted whole-

brain voxel-based morphometry (VBM) analyses in two independent target cohorts from the 

Study of Health in Pomerania (SHIP) (Völzke et al., 2011) comprising 747 and 679 individuals, 

respectively, to identify potential candidate brain volumes. In order to seek replication, 

promising findings were subsequently examined in regions of interest (ROI) analyses using the 

Cognomics Resource Brain Imaging Genetics (BIG) study (N=1299) (Franke et al., 2010) and in 

meta-analyses of all three samples.    

 

Materials and Methods 

Sample description 

We analyzed data from the Study of Health in Pomerania (SHIP) (Völzke et al., 2011) 

comprising adult German residents in northeastern Germany. A two-stage stratified cluster 

sample of adults aged 20-79 years was randomly drawn from local registries. 4308 Caucasian 

subjects participated at baseline SHIP-0 (1997-2001). So far, two examination follow-ups were 
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carried out (SHIP-1: N=3300, between 2002 and 2006; SHIP-2: N=2333, between 2008 and 

2012). Further, a new independent sample called SHIP-TREND-0 (hereafter referred to as 

TREND-0) (N=4420) from the same area was drawn in 2008 and similar examinations were 

undertaken. The investigations in both studies were carried out in accordance with the 

Declaration of Helsinki, including written informed consent of all participants. The survey and 

study methods were approved by the institutional review boards of the University of 

Greifswald. Subjects from SHIP-2 and TREND-0 were asked to participate in a whole-body 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) assessment (Hegenscheid et al., 2009). After exclusion of 

medical conditions (e.g. history of cerebral tumor, stroke, Parkinson’s Disease, epilepsy) or 

technical reasons (e.g. severe movement artefacts), data sets were available for 2954 subjects 

across the two cohorts. All images were obtained using a 1.5 Tesla (T) scanner (Magnetom 

Avanto, Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany) with a T1-weighted magnetization 

prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo (MPRAGE) sequence (1.0x1.0x1.0mm3 voxel size). A 

detailed description on data preprocessing and volume read-out using SPM8 

(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm8/) and the VBM8 toolbox 

(http://www.neuro.uni-jena.de/vbm/download/) can be found in (Grabe et al., 2014) or in the 

supplementary methods.   

The Cognomics Initiative Resource, the Brain Imaging Genetics (BIG) sample 

(http://www.cognomics.nl), stems from an ongoing study, which started in 2007. The BIG 

sample is a collection of healthy volunteers aged 18-40 years, who participated in studies at 

the Donders Centre for Cognitive Neuroimaging (DCCN) of the Radboud University in Nijmegen 

(Guadalupe et al., 2014). Subjects were of Caucasian descent with no self-reported 

neurological or psychiatric history, and mainly high level of education (80% with bachelor 

student level or higher). All participants gave written informed consent and the study was 

approved by the local ethics committee (CMO Region Arnhem-Nijmegen, The Netherlands). 

The self-reported healthy individuals underwent anatomical MRI scans, usually as part of their 

http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm8/
http://www.cognomics.nl/
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involvement in diverse smaller-scale studies at the DCCN. Structural T1-weighted images were 

acquired using MPRAGE sequence (1.0x1.0x1.0mm3 voxel size) with a 1.5T scanner (Sonata and 

Avanto, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) or a 3T scanner (Trio and TrioTim, Siemens, Erlangen, 

Germany). A detailed description of MRI acquisition and preprocessing can be found in 

(Hoogman et al., 2014) or in the supplementary material. Gray matter volume read-outs of 

selected regions were calculated using SPM8 with the MATLAB get_totals script implemented 

for SPM (http://www.cs.ucl.ac.uk/staff/g.ridgway/vbm/get_totals.m). 

Genetic data 

The SHIP sample was genotyped using the Affymetrix Human SNP Array 6.0. The overall 

genotyping efficiency was 98.55%. Imputation of genotypes in the SHIP cohort was performed 

with the software IMPUTE v2.2.2 against the 1000 Genomes (v1.3, Build 37) reference panel 

using 869 224 genotyped SNPs. Genotyping of a subset of the TREND-0 subjects (N=986) was 

performed using the Illumina HumanOmni 2.5-Quad. The final sample call rate was 99.51%. 

Imputation of genotypes in the TREND-0 cohort was performed with the software IMPUTE 

v2.2.2 against the 1000 Genomes (v1.3, Build 37) reference panel. In both samples, QC for the 

108 SNPs includes minor allele frequency < 1%, HWE p-value >10-3and imputation quality 

>70%.  

The BIG sample was genotyped using the Affymetrix Genome-Wide Human SNP Array 6.0. The 

QC steps included call rate above 90%, minor allele frequency >1%, HWE p-value >10-6, 

imputation quality >90% and overall quality r2>0.3.  The final sample call rate was 99.01%. 

Imputation of genotypes in the BIG cohort was performed with the software MACH for 

haplotype phasing and minimac for the final imputation against the 1000 Genomes (v1.3, Build 

37 EUR) reference panel.  

Genetic accumulation score (GAS): The genetic scores are based on the 108 genome-wide 

significant SNPs representing 108 independent loci from the recent GWAS meta-analysis for 

http://www.cs.ucl.ac.uk/staff/g.ridgway/vbm/get_totals.m
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schizophrenia (Schizophrenia Working Group of the PGC, 2014). For each individual, the 

number of risk alleles was multiplied by the log odds ratio for the variant from the GWAS 

results. This equation takes into account unequal effect sizes of different SNPs and the 

distinction between risk alleles and protective alleles. In addition to a score accumulating 108 

independent loci, we calculated GAS combining subgroups of variants from the 108, based on 

their involvement in specific biological processes; neuronal calcium signaling, 

neurodevelopment, synaptic function, and glutamatergic neurotransmission, as proposed by 

the PGC (supplementary table SI).  

Statistical analysis of MRI data 

A three-step approach was carried out to examine whether the GAS were associated 

with brain volume.  

(1) We performed VBM regressions in both SHIP target samples separately and in 

the combined sample to identify brain regions associated with the GAS for 

schizophrenia. The statistical threshold for retaining voxels was puncorrected<.001. 

(2) Subsequently, in the BIG sample ROI VBM regression (threshold was set to 

puncorrected<.0001 ) using small volume correction was applied to replicate 

promising associations between the different GAS and brain volumes from the 

target samples.  

In all cases voxel-wise t-statistic VBM regression analyses of the normalized, segmented, and 

smoothed data were performed in SPM8 (adjusted for age and gender (additional magnetic 

field strength in BIG)). We tested for significant correlations between the GAS and gray matter 

concentrations. In SHIP-2 and TREND-0 we excluded participants >65 years of age to rule out 

major effects of age-related brain atrophy. In the BIG data all participant were ≤40 years of 

age. 
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(3) To run meta-analyses and combine the results from three studies at two different 

sites, we additionally analyzed the ROI volume read-outs from the SPM pipeline 

(amygdala, parahippocampus, hippocampus) in SHIP and BIG using the mean volumes 

of the bilateral regions. This was done by linear regression analyses with robust 

estimates, regressing out age and sex for each brain volume (in SHIP additionally ICV, 

in BIG additionally magnetic field strength). The associations were tested between the 

standardized residuals of the volumes and the GAC using STATA 13 in SHIP and 

SPSSv21 in BIG. Meta-analysis of all samples was performed with the metacum 

package in STATA. Brain volume measures were approximately normally distributed in 

all samples (measured via Q-Q plots).  

 

Results 

Sample characteristics for the three studies can be found in table I including covariates and 

volumes of ROIs. 

Selection of candidate volumes 

In the whole-brain VBM regression analyses in SHIP-2 and TREND-0 no cluster was significant 

after Family Wise Error (FWE) correction (corrected p>0.05) for peak level and cluster level 

significance using SPM8 (VBM results: supplementary file 2). However, the strongest signal was 

observed in TREND-0 for a cluster of 586 voxels in parahippocampus and amygdala (nominal 

significant p=0.018) positively associated with the synaptic function score. We also observed 

no consistency between the results from SHIP-2 and TREND-0 as the combined analysis of both 

SHIP samples revealed not even a nominal significant cluster (VBM results: supplementary file 

2). For the ROI analyses in BIG we selected the following volumes as given in the SPM pipeline 

using the automated anatomical labeling (AAL) brain atlas: hippocampus, parahippocampus, a 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S000632231500284X#200024351
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combined volume of hippocampus+ parahippocampus and amygdala to replicate the finding in 

TREND-0.  

Analyses of selected volumes 

Running the synaptic function score in a VBM regression with small volume correction in the 

BIG sample no significant clusters could be found. At last we meta-analyzed the association 

between the synaptic function score and the brain volume SPM read-outs in all three samples. 

The effects in BIG trended in the same direction as in SHIP but nevertheless, all results in the 

BIG sample were far from significance (table II). In the meta-analysis (table III), we could not 

detect any consistent significant association across cohorts regarding the synaptic function 

score and the selected ROIs.  

To rule out a possible bias due to our selection of genetic variants and different sample 

characterizations, we conducted two sensitivity analyses: 1. As all three cohorts have a 

different age range, we ran an analysis by including only individuals aged ≤ 40 in our meta-

analysis. But this approach also did not lead to significant results (table III). 2. Also using 

genome-wide genetic scores based on different p-value thresholds (p<E-5, E-4, E-3, 0.01, 0.05, 

0.1) (see Van der Auwera et al., 2015 for methodological details) did not reveal a significant 

cluster (VBM results: supplementary file 3).  

 

Discussion 

In this study, we investigated the association between GAS for schizophrenia based on the 

latest meta-analysis for schizophrenia and brain volume phenotypes in three population-based 

samples. The genetic scores were derived from biological systems covering synaptic function, 

calcium signaling, neurodevelopment and glutamatergic synapse, hypothesizing that this might 

be more informative than genome-wide polygenic scores summing up effects from the entire 
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genome based only on p-value thresholds. The strongest signal was observed for a cluster 

spanning amygdala and parahippocampus, areas which have been linked to schizophrenia 

previously: the cortical structure parahippocampus (McDonald et al., 2000; Ledoux et al., 

2014) as well as the subcortical structures hippocampus and amygdala are commonly 

implicated in schizophrenia (Ganzola et al., 2014; van Erp et al., 2016). Nevertheless, we did 

not find convincing evidence for an association between genetic accumulation scores for 

schizophrenia and gray matter brain volumes in three independent large population-based 

samples. Also a number of sensitivity analyses could not reveal a possible link between 

schizophrenia genetics and brain volume. These results are in line with other studies also 

failing to detect an association (Papiol et al., 2014; Van der Auwera et al., 2015) although we 

were investigating three sufficiently large samples. Concluding from our analysis, it is 

becoming increasingly unlikely, that common genetic variants for schizophrenia and brain 

morphological changes share a direct causal genetic mechanism.  

Studies investigating the impact of genetic variation on brain structure applying different 

methods have also not been conclusive. Investigations of single schizophrenia-associated 

variants on brain structure in healthy individuals did not report consistent results. For many 

candidate SNPs no link between the genetics of schizophrenia and brain volumes could be 

found (Cousijn et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2013), although some studies did report significant 

associations (Erk et al., 2014; Wei et al., 2015). Nevertheless, there are some methodological 

key questions for single SNP association studies, 1. Is the assumption of a single causal SNP 

effect valid, if a polygenic nature of the phenotype of interest is assumed?, 2. How to choose a 

candidate variant from a GWAS analysis without being arbitrary?, 3. How to overcome the 

multiple testing issues, when single SNPs are analyzed each separately?. Still, even a recent 

large-scale study based on data from the PGC and ENIGMA investigating the genetic 

architecture of schizophrenia and subcortical brain volumes as well as intracranial volume also 

failed to show overlap between both, for the overall common variant genetic architecture of 
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schizophrenia as well as for individual common genetic variants derived from GWAS (Franke et 

al., 2016). The inconsistent findings for single SNP associations support the assumption of 

involvement of other factors besides common genetic variants mediating the association of 

schizophrenia genetics and brain structure.  

Copy number variants (CNVs) and other types of rare genetic variants, e.g. the deletions and 

duplications observed in rare CNVs and (de novo) single variant mutations, have not yet been 

extensively investigated for their effect on brain structure. Those variants are rarer than the 

SNPs used in GWAS analysis, and generally are thought to be more penetrant in their effect on 

disease risk (and potentially on brain phenotypes). It has been shown that among those 

genetic variants, at least some are associated with schizophrenia or schizophrenia-like 

cognitive patterns in healthy subjects (Hosak et al., 2012; Stefansson et al., 2014). Those might 

be particularly interesting targets for brain imaging genetic studies.  

Gene-gene and gene-environment interactions might be even more interesting to investigate. 

If we assume that common genetic factors for schizophrenia really drive morphological brain 

changes, the so far mainly negative findings would argue for additional factors being necessary 

to unmask the impact of genetic risk variants on the brain structure. Although studies from 

siblings suggest a strong heritability for brain structural changes, these siblings also have an 

overlapping environmental exposure (same household, same SES etc.) that could also lead to 

unaffected siblings being more like affected siblings than unrelated individuals. Separating 

these genetic from environmental influences is quite difficult. Most co-factors may be 

environmental in nature, and include effects of stressful life events, prenatal infections, 

perinatal hypoxia, or substance abuse which are known risk factors for schizophrenia (Ayhan et 

al., 2015; Schmidt-Kastner et al., 2012; van Os et al., 2010). Also genetic epistasis between 

variants may be a relevant factor (Sadee et al., 2014). The possible interplay between genes 

and their environmental adaption may be one missing link to uncover the association between 

risk variants for schizophrenia and brain volume changes.    
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Our study should be viewed in the context of some strength and limitations. Our approach of 

‘biologically informed genetic accumulation scores’ is novel in imaging genetic studies, which is 

a clear strength. Although our samples had a high power to detect an effect of the GAS, we 

were not able to find anything consistent. As power calculations in VBM studies are quite 

difficult because no single outcome but a high number of correlated voxels is analyzed, we 

refer to the number of independent volumes within our search volume (approx. 200 resels in 

gray matter volume). In the target samples (SHIP-2 and TREND-0 N=1426) we would have been 

able to detect very small effects of f2 ≥ 0.014 with a power of 80% assuming a p-value 

threshold=0.00025 (0.05/200) (using G*Power 3.1.7) (Faul et al., 2009). A limitation could be 

that our genetic scores only cover a few genes involved in large and complex biological 

pathways. This is because we restricted our analysis to the genome-wide significant 

schizophrenia associated variants. But this model of ‘biologically informed’ scores could be 

extended to SNPs below genome-wide significance covering many genes in large pathways. In 

addition, in the meta-analysis our samples showed differences in the age range, the magnetic 

field strength used in the MRI, and some methodological differences in MRI data pre-

processing (for a detailed comparison see supplementary methods) which might have reduced 

our power. However, we tried to overcome this point by working on standardized residuals to 

compare the effects in different studies. Also both target SHIP samples were analyzed with the 

same protocol.    

Finally, we can state that our `biologically informed’ genetic accumulation scores did not reveal 

any consistent genetic effect on selected brain structures in three independent samples using 

VBM regression as well as regions of interest analyses. These results are in line with previous 

studies. As outlook to further investigations, however, this does not mean that genetic variants 

for schizophrenia have no effect in healthy individuals. Instead, we argue that it may be 

important to take into account the possibility of interactions between risk factors, on a gene-
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gene level as well as gene-environment interactions. Especially for psychiatric traits, such 

strategies have led to various biological models (Binder et al., 2008; Grabe et al., 2012). New 

approaches are definitely needed to uncover the missing link between schizophrenia genetics 

and brain structural phenotypes. 
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TABLES 

 

Table I. Sample characteristics of the SHIP samples (SHIP-2 and SHIP-TREND-0) and 

subjects from the  

BIG sample, ROI volumes in cm3 

Characteristic SHIP-2 
(N=747) 

TREND-0 
(N=679) 

BIG (N=1299) 

Age 50.1(9.3) 46.4 (11.2) 22.5 (3.8) 

Gender Male 349 (46.7%) 292 (43.0%) 555 (42.8%) 
Female 398 (53.3%) 387 (57.0%) 744 (57.3%) 

Education <10 years 
10 years 
>10 years 

9.8% 
64.8% 
25.4% 

5.3% 
62.3% 
33.4% 

80% bachelor 
degree or 

higher 
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Amygdala 2.18 (0.24) 2.22 (0.22) 2.94 (0.21) 
Hippocampus+parahippocampus 14.78 (1.38) 14.82 (1.32) 20.28 (1.16) 
Hippocampus 7.16 (0.70) 7.20 (0.66) 9.89 (0.66) 
Parahippocampus 7.60 (0.78) 7.62 (0.74) 10.39 (0.63) 
PRS synaptic function 0.66 (0.14) 0.65 (0.15) 0.28 (0.06) 
PRS neurodevelopment 0.11 (0.14) 0.10 (0.12) NA 

PRS glutamatergic 
neurotransmission 

0.03 (0.11) 0.03 (0.11) NA 

PRS calcium signaling -0.03 (0.13) -0.03 (0.12) NA 

PRS 108 independent loci -0.71 (0.52) -0.74 (0.48)             NA 

1.5T 747 679 596 (45.9%) 

3.5T 0 0 703 (54.1%) 

 
 
Table II. Replication analysis of significant findings for synaptic function score from the 
discovery step (SHIP-2 /TREND-0) in the BIG sample (ROI volumes in cm3) * 

 SHIP-2 (N=747) TREND-0 (N=679) BIG (N=1299) 

ROI volume Beta ± SE p 
value 

Beta ± SE p 
value 

Beta ± SE p 
value 

Amygdala 0.076 ± 
0.267 

0.775 0.524 ± 
0.260 

0.044 0.183 ± 
0.472 

0.698 

Hippocampus & 
parahippocampus 

0.083 ± 
0.257 

0.748 0.7080.261 ±  0.007 0.326 ± 
0.472 

0.490 

Hippocampus 0.077 ± 
0.242 

0.752 0.795 ± 
0.256 

0.002 0.277 ± 
0.472 

0.557 

Parahippocampus 0.066 ± 
0.264 

0.801 0.426 ± 
0.260 

0.100 0.309 ± 
0.472 

0.513 

*For each ROI, the effects of age, gender and magnetic field strength were regressed 
out and the standardized residuals were used in the analyses. 
 

Table III. Meta-analysis of SHIP-2, TREND-0 and the BIG sample for the synaptic 
function score* 

 Meta-analysis (all) Meta-analysis age≤40 

ROI volume Beta 95% CI Beta 95% CI 
Amygdala 0.24 (-0.24; 0.72) 0.27 (-0.48; 1.02) 
Hippocampus & parahippocampus 0.36 (-0.13; 0.84) 0.42 (-0.33; 1.17) 
Hippocampus 0.35 (-0.13; 0.83) 0.42 (-0.32; 1.17) 
Parahippocampus 0.27 (-0.21; 0.76) 0.30 (-0.45; 1.05) 

*For the meta-analysis for each ROI, the effects of age, gender, magnetic field strength  
(only in the COGNOMICS sample) and ICV (only in the SHIP samples) were regressed  
out and the standardized residuals were used in the analyses. Meta-analysis was  
performed using the metacum package in STATA that combines beta values and SE  
information and performs a sample size weighted fixed effects meta-analysis. 
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4.1.3 Inverse association between schizophrenia risk and migraine 

Another example of pleiotropy is the investigation of an association between the genetic 

risk for schizophrenia and common phenotypes in SHIP through phenome-wide 

association-study (PHEWAS) including 419 pre-selected variables from which the most 

significant results were chosen for further investigations (see table 2).  

Table 2. Selection of the most significant results (p<0.05) from the PHEWAS analysis in SHIP 

using the PRS for schizophrenia based on the 108 genome-wide hits (corrected for sex) 

Sample Phenotype P-value Effect (OR or beta)* 

SHIP-0 Treated migraine headache (self-report) 0.001 OR=0.78 

SHIP-0 Iodide (urine) [µg/dl] 0.004 B=0.36 

SHIP-0 Treated thrombosis (self-report) 0.007 OR=0.63 

SHIP-0 Age of smoking onset 0.009 B=0.28 

SHIP-0 Menopause  0.009 OR=1.17 

SHIP-
LEGEND 

CTQ -sum score 0.014 B=1.05 

SHIP-0 Serum natrium (mmol/l) 0.025 B=0.10 

SHIP-0 Creatinine (urine) [mmol/l] 0.025 B=0.16 

SHIP-0 Marital Status 0.025 OR=1.09 

SHIP-0 Serum LDL (mmol/l) 0.031 B=-0.04 

SHIP-
LEGEND 

NEO-30: conscientiousness 0.038 B=0.12 

SHIP-1 Anti-dementia drugs 0.038 OR=1.39 

*OR=odds ratio, B=beta estimate 

 

Top result treated migraine: At the phenotypic level it is unclear whether schizophrenia 

and migraine show some kind of co-occurrence or inverse relationship (Kuritzky et al., 

1999; Baptista et al., 2012; Birgenheir et al., 2013) or just independence. At the genetic 

level, GWAS results for both disorders point to the involvement of the glutamatergic 

system (Ripke et al., 2014, Anttila et al., 2010) which has led independently to 

hypotheses of opposite glutamate related effects (Laruelle, 2014; Anttila et al., 2010). 

Therefore, the hypothesis arose that the genetic factors for schizophrenia might 

inversely transmit the risk for one disorder but protect against the other. An inverse 

association between the PRS for schizophrenia and migraine in the SHIP-0 sample was 

observed (Van der Auwera et al., 2016a). This association was exclusively based on the 

genome-wide hits and on single nucleotide polymorphisms near or within genes 
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encoding proteins involved in glutamatergic neurotransmission (see table 1, figure 3), 

especially the intronic variant rs4523957 in SRR. This gene encodes serine-racemase 

which is the rate limiting enzyme for the synthesis of D-serine, an important co-agonist 

of the NMDA receptor (figure 3).  

 

 

Figure 3. Localization of the six genes from the SCZ meta-analysis involved in the glutamatergic 
neurotransmission score at the glutamatergic synapse. Glutamate as well as D-serine binding 
at the NMDA receptor (here only GRIN2A subunit is visualized) is required for channel opening.   

 

This result suggests that a decreased versus increased activation of NMDA receptors 

may play a role in the etiology of schizophrenia, as well as in migraine.  

For more information on the detailed results see page 38ff. 

Subsequent brain imaging analyses on the SNP rs4523957 (SRR) revealed a significant 

cluster in the left insula (pFWE=0.045, 702 voxels, figure 4). Carrying the migraine risk 

variant was associated with a smaller insula volume. Reductions in the insular cortex in 

migraine patients have previously been reported in a meta-analysis (Dai et al., 2015).   
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Figure 4. Significant gray matter cluster for rs4523957 (coded GG/GT vs. TT) in the left insula. 

 

Concerning the other top results from the PHEWAS analysis, some of them are known 

environmental risk factors for schizophrenia: smoking, marital status, menopause or 

childhood trauma (CTQ) (van Os et al., 2010; Gupta et al., 2012), or are supposed to be 

side-effects of medication: thrombosis, altered blood lipids. Whether they share a 

common genetic basis is largely unclear. Analyses of genetic pleiotropy from the group 

of Andreassen and colleagues could show that schizophrenia and blood lipids (High-

density lipoproteins (HDL) and triglycerides) share part of their genetic factors 

(Andreassen et al., 2013). Studies also show that even environmental factors like 

smoking behavior or exposure to childhood trauma exhibit a genetic contribution (Wain 

et al., 2015; Sartor et al., 2012). Thus, separating the effects of genetic and 

environmental factors on the etiology of disease is a major challenge in psychiatric 

disorders.  
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4.2 Gene-environment interaction in depression 

Because of the lack for robust genetic findings in MDD, an alternative GxE interaction 

model proposes an environmental induced dysregulation in genetically predisposed 

subjects as a biological risk of depressive disorders (figure 5).  

 

Figure 5. Generalized model of gene-environment interaction in depression: Genetic [A] as well 
as environmental factors [B] can idependently influece the risk for depression disorder. But 
they also can exhibit an effect if they emerge jointly [C].   

 

In the past decade many candidate genes for GxE interactions in MDD have been 

proposed. Most of them biologically driven as they include genes involved in serotonin-

reuptake (5-HTTLPR, TPH2) or stress axis (FKBP5) (Caspi et al., 2003; Binder et al., 

2008). Those analyses were focusing on interaction effects between selected genetic 

variants within the candidate genes and childhood trauma as one environmental factor 

known to be associated with MDD.  

Investigating the impact of these variants on depression score in the SHIP samples 

revealed a significant GxE interaction between the exonic variant rs7305115 within 

TPH2 (tryptophan hydroxylase 2) and childhood abuse as well as a GxGxE interaction 

between rs7305115 and the variant rs25531 within the polymorphic region of               

5-HTTLPR (serotonin reuptake transporter) in subjects who experienced childhood 
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abuse. The highest BDI-II depression scores were observed for carriers of the GG allele 

of rs7305115 and the SS risk allele carriers of rs25531 after childhood abuse.   

Both genes are part of the serotonergic system pathway which is implicated in mood 

disorders (Fakhoury, 2015). TPH2 performs the rate-limiting step in the biosynthesis of 

serotonin in the brain (Walther et al., 2003) and as reuptake transporter, 5-HTTLPR is a 

key regulator of the availability of serotonin in the synaptic gap. Thus, both genes are 

plausible candidates for an association towards MDD and o possible interaction.  

These results support the impact of interaction effects of genetic variants within 

serotonergic pathways in depression (Van der Auwera et al., 2014) which needs further 

investigation to fully understand the complex interplay between genetic variants within 

biological pathways and environmental factors. 

For more information of the study see page 49ff. 

 

 

This example was on selected genetic variants located in genes that are implicated in 

major depressive disorder. To overcome the single variant analyses, and get to a 

systematic whole-genome approach, the genome-wide gene-environment interaction 

analysis for childhood trauma using data from the PGC for MDD is currently performed 

in Greifswald. This may lead to a better understanding of the complex interaction 

patterns between genes and environment in MDD.  
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5. Discussion 

The evidence generated in this thesis can be summarized as follows:  

(1) The polygenic scores for schizophrenia based on the whole genome or on 

biological pathways exhibited no effect on macroscopic brain structures or on 

selected brain volumes in three independent population-based samples. 

(2) The polygenic score for schizophrenia, exclusively based on the genome-wide 

significant hits, was associated with a reduced migraine risk in SHIP-0 which 

was attributed to NMDA activation via D-serine at the glutamatergic synapse.  

(3) Gene-environment interaction between childhood trauma and candidate variants 

for major depression in TPH2 and 5-HTTLPR showed an impact on current 

depression score in the general population. 

All these studies confirm that genetic predisposition for a psychiatric disorder can 

exhibit an impact on the phenotype level in the general population in SHIP.  

One main focus of this work lay on polygenic scores which are an intuitive tool to 

accumulate individual genetic risk burden and test for an association between a global 

genetic risk profile and a phenotype of interest. Thereby, the multiple testing issue is 

reduced from more than one million tests (one test per SNP) to just a single one but with 

a loss of individual genetic information at the same time. The PRS for schizophrenia 

demonstrated that an overall genetic predisposition itself has no impact on brain volume 

alterations in the general population which is in line with current large-scale analysis 

that were also not able to find a genetic overlap between schizophrenia risk and 

subcortical brain volumes (Franke et al., 2016). But this global genetic measure cannot 

reveal effects of single genes or interaction effects between genes. Thus, in this case it 

may be important to take into account the possibility of interactions between different 

risk factors, on a gene-gene level as well as gene-environment interactions as a new 

approach in imaging genetics (Arslan, 2015). Especially for psychiatric traits, such 

strategies have led to various biological models and findings (Binder et al., 2008; Grabe 

et al., 2012). New approaches in the field of brain imaging genetics are definitely 

needed to uncover a genetic link between schizophrenia and brain structural 

phenotypes. 
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The PHEWAS analysis on the polygenic score for schizophrenia revealed an interesting 

inverse association between the genetic risk for schizophrenia and treated migraine in 

SHIP-0. Although epidemiological evidence suggested this association (Baptista et al., 

2012), this is the first study that proposes a molecular model of an altered NMDA 

receptor function. This association was primary linked to SNPs associated with genes 

encoding proteins involved in glutamatergic neurotransmission, especially the intronic 

variant rs4523957 in SRR which encodes serine-racemase. This enzyme catalyzes the 

conversion from L- to D-serine which is an important co-agonist of the NMDA receptor 

and important for channel opening (Balu et al., 2013) (see figure 3, page 36). This 

finding may be of interest for therapeutic targets as a decreased versus increased 

activation of glutamatergic neurotransmission via NMDA receptors could play an 

important role in the etiology of schizophrenia as well as migraine. Although the 

NMDA receptor is a well-known therapeutic target for schizophrenia (Sendt et al., 

2012), it has received little attention in migraine, yet.  

Also other phenotypes in SHIP showed an association with genetic schizophrenia risk. 

Some of them previously linked to schizophrenia as environmental risk factors or 

adverse medication side-effects). If there are genetically determined or even share 

genetic factors with schizophrenia is unknown. For example childhood trauma is a 

common risk factor for many psychiatric disorders but evidence suggests that more than 

40% of the variance can be attributed to common genetic factors and thus the exposure 

to trauma may be inherited through generations (Sartor et al., 2012). 

     

Regarding the second focus of this work, the GxE interaction analysis, they can be 

viewed as a first step to explore the interplay between those environmental influences 

and our genetic features. One such example is the increasing susceptibility for 

depressive symptoms due to specific genetic predisposition of the TPH2 and                

5-HTTLPR gene in people that experienced childhood abuse. Both genes belong to the 

serotonin pathway which supports the serotonin-deficit hypothesis (Schildkraut, 1965) 

but the molecular mechanism how childhood trauma interacts with specific genetic 

variants is still not fully understood. One possible explanation are epigenetic 

modifications that occur early in life as a molecular response of a cell to an 

environmental trigger (Klengel and Binder, 2015), such as methylation or transcript 
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modification. A prominent model how childhood trauma may exhibit a biological 

reaction is through the HPA (Hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal) axis, for example the 

stress induced HPA-axis dysregulation in FKBP5 risk allele carriers (Binder et al., 

2008).  

 

Most disease mechanisms for psychiatric disorders are still unknown. Besides 

identifying plausible candidate genes and mechanism, one aim will be to determine how 

genetic variants interact with their environment; with lifestyle factors like smoking or 

obesity or with psychological dimensions like traumatization or resilience of an 

individual (Sharma et al., 2016). But this will require a common rational how to handle 

GxE interactions in a genome-wide approach. Nevertheless, Greifswald is running the 

first genome-wide GxE interaction analysis using data from the PGC aiming to reveal 

the interplay between genes and environment on MDD risk.    
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7. Summary 

Psychiatric disorders are highly heritable. But the underlying molecular mechanisms are 

largely unknown or not understood. For many disorders, candidate genes have been 

proposed which are biologically driven or based on large GWAS studies.  

In this work different approaches were shown to investigate the impact of genetic risk 

factors for major psychiatric disorders in the general population. These genetic risk 

variants include single nucleotide polymorphisms associated with schizophrenia or 

major depression and were analyzed using the whole-genome information in polygenic 

scores or candidate marker analysis in GxE studies.  

Genetic data from SHIP-0 and SHIP-TREND have been used to calculate a polygenic 

risk score for schizophrenia. Here, the association between this genetic score and brain 

alterations is shown in three independent samples (SHIP-2, SHIP-TREND and BIG) 

which revealed no hint of a common genetic basis for schizophrenia and brain structure. 

These results are in line with other studies that also failed to find a genetic overlap. 

The same polygenic scores had been used in a PHEWAS analysis in SHIP-0 where an 

inverse association to migraine was found. This association could be attributed to the 

NMDA receptor activation via D-serine at the glutamatergic synapse. 

To assess the impact of environmental factors on the path from genes to phenotype, 

gene-environment interactions were applied. A significant interaction could be observed 

between rs7305115 (TPH2) and rs25531 (5-HTTLPR) and childhood abuse on current 

depression score in SHIP-LEGEND and SHIP-TREND.   

In summary, genetic variants associated with major psychiatric disorders can exhibit 

pleiotropic effects on common phenotypes in the general population.  
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8. Zusammenfassung 

Psychiatrische Erkrankungen sind zu einem hohen Maße erblich. Jedoch sind die 

genauen molekularen Mechanismen noch weitgehend unbekannt oder unverstanden. Für 

viele Erkrankungen hat man Kandidatengene identifizieren können. Dies sind auf der 

einen Seite Gene aus biologisch plausiblem Pathways oder varianten aus großen genom-

weiten Assoziationsstudien.   

In dieser Arbeit wurden verschiedene Ansätze vorgestellt, mit Hilfe derer man den 

Einfluss von genetischen Risikofaktoren psychiatrischer Erkrankungen in der 

Allgemeinbevölkerung in SHIP untersuchen kann. Bei diesen genetischen 

Risikovarianten handelt es sich um Einzelnukleotidpolymorphismen, die mit 

Schizophrenie oder Depression assoziiert sind. Für die Analysen wurden darauf 

basierend polygene Scores gebildet oder einzelne Marker in GxE Analysen untersucht.  

 

Mit den genetischen Daten aus SHIP-0 und SHIP-TREND wurden polygene 

Risikoscores für Schizophrenie berechnet. Mit diesen wurde die Assoziation zwischen 

genetischem Risikoscore und Hirnvolumen in drei unabhängigen Kohorten (SHIP-2, 

SHIP-TREND und BIG) getestet. Diese zeigten jedoch keinen Hinweis auf eine 

gemeinsame genetische Basis von Schizophrenie und Hirnstruktur. Diese Ergebnisse 

decken sich mit den Befunden anderer Studien, die ebenfalls keine genetische 

Gemeinsamkeit identifizieren konnten.  

Dieselben polygenen Scores wurden für eine PHEWAS Analyse in SHIP-0 verwendet, 

in der sich eine inverse Assoziation zu Migräne zeigte. Diese kann auf eine 

unterschiedliche Aktivierung des NMDA Rezeptors durch D-Serin an der glutamatergen 

Synapse zurückgeführt werden.  

Um den gemeinsamen Einfluss von Umweltfaktoren auf die Entstehung einer 

Erkrankung zu untersuchen, wurden Gen-Umwelt Interaktionen durchgeführt. Eine 

signifikante Interaktion zwischen rs7305115 (TPH2), rs25531 (5-HTTLPR) und 

Kindheitsmissbrauch, die den aktuellen Depressionsscore beeinflusst, wurde dabei in Sn 

SHIP-LEGENDE und SHIP-TREND gefunden.   
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Zusammenfassend kann man sagen, dass genetische Varianten psychiatrischer 

Erkrankungen das Potential besitzen, pleiotrope Effekte auf Phänotypen in der 

Allgemeinbevölkerung auszuüben.  
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